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Overview

We work in a crowded, highly competitive 
arena, dominated by big brands. What 
we do and the way we do it sets us apart 
from the pack.
Our brand is our most important tool in attracting new 
supporters and engaging with our current supporters.

Our brand strategy is to be the sector’s ‘challenger brand’,  
like our corporate supporter ‘Innocent’ is in its market.

This means building on our unique and highly effective  
way of doing things; communicating our work in a distinctive 
way and breaking out of the same old development language 
used by others.

Our brand has been developed by drawing on insights from 
across Send a Cow, from our supporters and from the people 
we want to support us.

At it’s heart is our style of: 
Joyful, life-affirming development

Supported by three key differentiating pillars, that make  
what we do uniquely impactful:

Effective, African-design solutions
The life-changing power of self-belief
Our ‘Pass it on promise’

We’ve outlined in this document the core brand messages  
and key visual brand elements to guide and inspire all  
our communications.
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Brand positioning

A brand positioning defines the ‘position’ 
we want to have in the minds of everyone 
we want to engage with us. It guides and 
inspires all our messages.

These are not straplines or headlines: the statements below 
define the key themes that all our communication should 
focus and be based on. 

WHO WE ARE 
Send a Cow is a force for change in rural Africa.

WHAT WE DO
Uniquely effective, African-designed solutions to eradicate 
hunger and create opportunity. We help families recognise 
their power and gain the skills and knowledge they need to 
grow opportunity from their land.  

WHY WE DO THIS
We enable the people of rural Africa to become a force for 
change in their own lives. To help them build vibrant, resilient 
communities, in charge of their own futures.

HOW WE DO THIS (OUR ETHOS-DRIVEN APPROACH)
We believe that where there’s land there’s hope.

We believe that rural Africa, and its agriculture, can be rich with 
opportunity.

We believe that everyone can develop life-changing self-belief:

• a self-belief that helps them see a brighter future.

• a self-belief that helps them grow the skills and use the 
resources around them to make this a reality.

With the ‘pass-it-on’ promise, success is multiplied: from 
family to family, from community to community and from 
generation to generation.

OUR STYLE
Joyful, life affirming development
African textures 
Vibrant
Grounded and enabling

Unpacking the brand positioning 

Where other organisations position themselves as ‘expert’ or 
bringing innovation from the UK to inspire or support people, 
Send a Cow is all about the ideas that come from within. 
From rural Africa, for rural Africa. We believe in people, until 
they can believe in themselves again. 

We don’t define people by their poverty. We know that people 
can create their own opportunity for themselves and their 
families, if they’re given the right support. That’s why we work 
first with hearts and minds, giving people the moral support to 
recognise their own power to make the change they want for 
themselves and their families. 

Where other organisations might talk in sweeping and general 
terms about ‘human development’, Send a Cow talks about 
families – their skills, their abilities, their happiness, and their 
futures. We don’t ‘fight poverty’ with innovative ideas or ‘end 
hunger’ with Western solutions. Send a Cow helps people help 
themselves and help each other – in small ways that add up 
to big change. 

To differentiate us from other organisations whose key focus 
is on ‘agriculture’ and ‘farming’, it’s the land of rural Africa 
that is key to our brand, and how that leads to an important 
opportunity because where there’s land there’s hope. This 
is important way of framing our approach. Agriculture and 
farming are a vital part of the process but not the sole focus, 
our brand’s heart is with people – families and communities – 
and the opportunities they build from the land.

We’re not ‘lifting people out of poverty’, we’re working with 
families so that they can create opportunity for themselves 
and their families, and in so doing, create vibrant, resilient 
communities in charge of their own futures.

These African-designed solutions are at the heart of our 
success and how we differentiate ourselves in a crowded UK 
market. We have seen how the most effective solutions aren’t 
imposed from the outside but grown from within, and runs 
through everything we do. Our Transformative Household 
Methodology, the cornerstone of many of our programs, was 
developed in Africa. Our whole ‘Envisioning’ process is done in 
communities, groups of farmers working things out, what they 
want to grow, do, sell, how they ideally want things to be, and 
then they commit to working for it. And our programmes are 
delivered by our African community volunteers and trainers.

The heart of our brand
Uniquely effective 

solutions
the functional benefit
joyful, life affirming 

development
the emotional essence

Effective,
African-designed 

solutions

Life-changing
self-belief

‘Pass it on’
promise

Brand essence

The heart of our brand is supported by three 
essential elements. Together, these engage 
with our audiences and differentiate us.
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Describing Send a Cow

Send a Cow in a line or two (with logo / on owned channels) 
Send a Cow is a force for change in rural Africa. We help 
people grow their own futures – on their own land, on their 
own terms.

Send a Cow helps people in rural Africa grow their own futures 
– because where there’s land, there’s hope. You can support 
families in rural Africa to eradicate hunger and grow their  
own futures.

Explainer to be used in conversation 
Send a Cow provides rural African families with practical 
solutions that eradicate hunger and create opportunity. 

Send a Cow in a paragraph 
Where there’s land there’s hope. When the land thrives, families 
can do more than simply survive - they can really live. Send 
a Cow doesn’t impose solutions, we help grow them from 
within. That’s why they work. 

Our approach was developed with, and for, the rural African 
communities we work with. Practical, down to earth solutions 
mean families get back the skills and confidence to grow food, 
earn a living and go after their dreams. 

2-3 paragraphs 
Every day families face poverty that is extreme, cruel, and 
worst of all – unnecessary. But rural Africa is rich with 
opportunity and where there is land, there is hope.

Send a Cow doesn’t impose solutions, we help grow them 
from within. That’s why they work. Our African-designed 
solutions were developed with, and for, the communities we 
support. Families get back the skills and confidence they need 
to get the most from their land. Families can grow enough 
food, earn a living and go after their dreams. 

And because the families we work with pass on what they 
know, success quickly multiplies, from family to family, 
community to community, generation to generation. 

Working across six African countries, we speak many 
languages. But in all of them, Send a Cow has come to mean 
a better future.

The problem

Poverty breaks things: families, friendships, dreams,  
self-esteem. Eventually you start to believe that you’re  
not worth much.

In rural Africa, the burdens of poverty fall heavy on 
vulnerable shoulders. Every day families face poverty that 
is extreme, cruel, and worst of all – unnecessary.

But rural Africa is rich with opportunity and where there  
is land, there is hope. 

With practical, down to earth solutions and moral support, 
families can grow enough food, earn a living and go after 
their dreams. 

And because the families we work with pass on what they 
know, success quickly multiplies, from family to family, 
community to community, generation to generation. 
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Our brand voice

What we do is vital, so what we say  
about it is important – and how we say  
it matters too.

We want to generate real emotional engagement with our 
supporters. How we present and communicate our work 
with families in rural Africa will make the difference between 
informing and updating, and really delighting them. 

Whether you’re captioning images, drafting thank you letters 
or writing speeches, having an understanding of the ‘Send  
a Cow’ brand voice will help you choose and place words for 
best effect. It should help in the commissioning of people  
to write or speak on behalf of the organisation too. 

All communications should be in Send a Cow’s brand ‘voice’, 
and based on our style:

Joyful, life affirming development
African textures 
Vibrant
Grounded and enabling

Unpacking our key style elements  
to help create our brand voice

What does joyful, life-affirming development mean? 
This is a feeling we should try to generate, that 
should pour out of our communications. We find, 
and take joy in life! Our work is not about ensuring 
people can simply survive or stay alive – we want 
to support people to feel they can really live, thrive 
and find their own joy in every day life.
What to watch out for: ‘Joyful development’ 
is used a lot throughout these guidelines as 
shorthand for this essence. However, we should 
use it thoughtfully and sparingly as a phrase. It’s 
less something we say, and more something we 
show. ‘This is joyful development’ could be an 
effective caption or ‘pay-off’ line in an inspiring 
video... but we should be cautious about using it 
on its own as a heading or in text. 
It could also be easy to slip into being patronising 
here. We don’t ‘make people happy’. ‘Joyful 
development’ doesn’t mean we can’t communicate 
the problems of hunger or poverty as we need to. 
Think of it as the ‘emotional benefit’ of supporting 
Send a Cow, the outcome of the work we do. We 
put that front and centre of our brand so people 
can see the difference their support makes. 
We wouldn’t use ‘life-affirming’ in external 
communications. Writers and communicators 
should find ways to express that we value life 
equally, and that we support the people we work 
with to do more than simply survive on the land, 
but live their lives and create opportunities in ways 
that they choose.  

What does African textures mean?  
These are elements we weave throughout our 
communications, visually, verbally, with music, 
sounds, patterns, borders and designs inspired 
by and drawn from the communities we work 
with. It’s particularly relevant for fundraising and 
campaigning communications. Drawing on the 
languages and visual and aural cultures of the 
people we work with, our communications should 
feel that they are coming from rural Africa, for  
rural Africa.

What to watch out for: the phrase ‘African 
textures’ should never be used in anything 
intended for external communication. Every 
piece of communication should be checked to 
make sure there’s nothing ‘tokenistic’ about it. 
We shouldn’t appropriate language or imagery in 
ways that suggest the people we work with are 
passive beneficiaries of aid – they’re not! We want 
to establish ourselves as a charity living out its 
values: supporting the people of rural Africa, from 
within rural Africa, to become the real force  
for change in their lives and communities.

What does Vibrant mean?  
As you turn the pages of these brand guidelines, 
you should feel the vibrancy and hope that leaps 
out from the design and photography. We use 
language that complements and adds to this. 
These are not intended to be writing guidelines, but 
when creating content for Send a Cow, writers and 
editors should seek to inject energy and movement 
into all communications. We choose a few words 
carefully to complement our dynamic, richly 
textured visual identity. 
What to watch out for: like ‘joyful development’, 
vibrant doesn’t mean ‘happy’. Vibrant can mean 
passionate and determined, full of life, spirit 
and energy. Be careful of sounding patronising 
or insincere. Creating a sense of vibrancy will 
naturally call for rhetoric at times – language 
that rings in your ears and stirs your heart – but 
be careful of sounding patronising or insincere. 
Aim for a naturalness in your language. We don’t 
describe people as ‘vibrant’ – we support people  
to create their own vibrant, resilient communities.

What does ‘Grounded and enabling’ mean? 
We put people first. We work alongside people and 
we don’t use ‘marketing-speak’ or technical jargon 
to describe our work. We don’t label and we don’t 
talk about people in ways that suggest we ‘do to’. 
For example, even a punchy, upbeat phrase like 
‘putting power in people’s hands’ can suggest that 
we view the people we work with as powerless, 
and that’s just not the case. Our whole approach 
is rooted in our belief that change comes from 
within. That self-belief can be life-changing. 

In our practical, hands-on, down-to-earth way, we 
use language that shows we help to make change 
happen, not that we make it happen. Yes, we’re 
a force for change – but that’s because we help 
people to have the self-belief and confidence in 
their own capacity to be a force for change in their 
families and communities. 
What to watch out for: grounded and enabling 
are not words that we should ever use to describe 
Send a Cow in external communication. We 
should select content and choose words that 
demonstrate us to be these things. When we 
talk about concepts like self-belief, dignity, and 
happiness in relation to the families we work with, 
we can talk in terms of things being ‘regained’, and 
‘recovered’, so that we don’t imply that these are 
gifts we are bestowing on people from above. We 
are equals.

Establishing the right tone for your audience 
The tone of our voice obviously needs to flex 
depending on what we’re communicating and  
who to. In some communications, we’ll be talking 
to potential fundraisers about the devastating 
effects of poverty on a life; in others, we’ll be 
describing the risks for rural families created by 
climate change.  
Whether we’re thanking people, or trying to 
persuade them to invest in us or fundraise for us, 
the key elements of our voice stay the same, but 
the tone and the emphasis can change, which just 
means blending the elements together differently 
throughout the piece depending on the needs of 
your intended audience.
Sometimes it will make sense to start with ‘joy’; 
in other circumstances, it will make more sense 
to end or sum up with it. Ensuring that you know 
who you’re communicating with and what action 
you want them to take as a result will help you to 
determine what ‘tone’ you need to take. 

If you need any help with any brand question  
or communication issue, just call or email the  
Send a Cow communications team

“We believe that where there’s land, 
there’s hope. When the land thrives, 
families can start to do more than  
simply survive. They can start to really 
live. The Send a Cow pass-it-on promise 
means families share what they gain,  
so community to community, 
generation to generation, success is 
multiplied for long-term, lasting change.” 



Key messaging

Existing and older audiences  
key messages

Overarching message 
Send a Cow helps families in rural Africa grow their 
own futures – on their own land, on their own terms.

Context 
Poverty breaks things: families, friendships, dreams,  
self-belief and hope that life can get better.

Every day families face poverty that is extreme,  
cruel, and worst of all – unnecessary.

Hunger and poverty make you start to believe that 
you’re not worth much, that nothing can change, 
that there is no hope and no future.

In rural Africa, the burdens of poverty fall heavy  
on vulnerable shoulders.

Many believe that poverty in Africa is inevitable.  
We don’t. 

What we believe 
We know that where there’s land there’s hope. 

We have seen how, when the land thrives, families 
can do more than survive, they can really live.

Rural Africa is rich with opportunity.

We know investing in people and giving skills 
unlocks potential for the whole community and  
is the answer to eradicating hunger and poverty. 

Everyone can develop life-changing self-belief  
that helps them not just to see a brighter future  
but to grow the skills to make it a reality. 

How we help 
We provide practical, down to earth support so 
families can develop their own solutions, getting 
back the skills and confidence to grow food, earn  
a living and go after their dreams. 

The families we work with pass on what they know. 
Success quickly multiplies, from family to family, 
community to community, generation to generation.

Send a Cow is a force for change in rural Africa.  

We’ve helped over two million people to eradicate 
hunger and poverty and build vibrant, resilient 
communities, in charge of their own futures.

Send a Cow doesn’t impose solutions, we help  
grow them from within. That’s why they work.  
Our African-designed solutions were developed 
with, and for, the communities we support. 

The response we want 
Your donations will enable families to develop their 
own African-designed solutions, solutions that are 
simple, practical and create lasting change. 

Send a Cow enables families to become a force for 
change in their own lives. To build vibrant, resilient 
communities, in-charge of their own futures.

Poverty can be complicated but Send a Cow has 
simple, African-designed solutions that work.

Growing food, funding an education or starting a 
new business, Send a Cow enables people in rural 
Africa to take ownership of their own futures. 

Younger and potential audiences 
key messages

Overarching message 
Send a Cow is a force for change in rural Africa. 
We help people grow their own futures – on their  
own land, on their own terms.

Context 
Poverty breaks things: families, friendships, dreams, 
self-belief and hope that life can get better.

Every day families face poverty that is extreme,  
cruel, and worst of all – unnecessary.

Hunger and poverty make you start to believe that 
you’re not worth much, that nothing can change, 
that there is no hope and no future.

In rural Africa poverty discriminates against the 
most vulnerable.

Climate breakdown and unsustainable farming 
practises are making people’s lives worse.

What we believe 
Rural Africa and its agriculture are rich with opportunity.

We believe that where there’s land there’s hope. 
When the land thrives families can do more than just 
survive, they can really live.

We believe that everyone should have the 
opportunity to fulfil their potential, beyond just 
surviving.  With the right skills people can feed 
themselves, their families and their communities, 
eradicating hunger for good. 

We invest in people to empower them to go to 
school, start a business and change their future. 

How we help 
Send a Cow inspires families to develop their own 
African-designed solutions. With our practical, down 
to earth support, people can get back the skills and 
confidence to grow food, earn a living and go after 
their dreams. 

Send a Cow doesn’t impose solutions, we help grow 
them from within. Our approach was developed with, 
and for, the rural African communities we work with. 
That’s why they work.

These solutions have already been adopted by  
two million people, eradicating hunger from their 
lives and building vibrant, resilient communities,  
in charge of their own futures.  

Send a Cow doesn’t impose solutions, we help  
grow them from within. That’s why they work.  
Our African-designed solutions were developed 
with, and for, the communities we support. 

The response we want 
Your support will help families in rural Africa become 
a force for change in their own lives. To build vibrant, 
resilient communities, in-charge of their own futures

Poverty can be complicated, but innovative  
African-designed solutions are simple. Growing 
food, funding an education or starting a new 
business, Send a Cow enables people in rural Africa 
to take ownership of their own futures. 
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Key messaging

Christian audiences key messages

Overarching message 
Send a Cow supports families in rural Africa to  
grow their own futures – on their own land, on their 
own terms. 

Context 
Poverty breaks things: families, friendships, dreams, 
self-belief and hope that life can get better.

Every day families face poverty that is extreme, cruel, 
and worst of all – unnecessary.

Hunger and poverty make you start to believe that 
you’re not worth much, that nothing can change, 
that there is no hope and no future.

In rural Africa, the burdens of poverty fall heavy  
on vulnerable shoulders. 

What we believe 
We know that where there’s land there’s hope.

Loving our neighbours as ourselves means that we 
work towards a world where everyone has enough  
to eat and are able to provide for their children.

We believe in a life worth living, not just surviving. 

We know that families can grow enough to feed 
themselves and beat poverty, given the right skills.

God wants everyone to have hope and a future:  
‘For I know the plans I have for you, plans to prosper 
you and not to harm you, plans to give you hope 
and a future’.

We believe in loving our neighbour in practical ways.

Everyone can develop life-changing self-belief that 
helps them not just to see a brighter future but to 
grow the skills to make it a reality. 

How we help 
We know we are stronger together – that we are all 
one family. By connecting our incredible supporters 
with families in rural Africa, we share this strength 
and create a fairer world together. 

And because the families we work with pass on  
what they know. Success quickly multiplies, 
from family to family, community to community, 
generation to generation.

Send a Cow is a force for change in rural Africa.  

We’ve helped over two million people to eradicate 
hunger and poverty.

We provide practical, down to earth support so 
families can develop their own solutions, getting 
back the skills and confidence to grow food, earn  
a living and go after their dreams. 

Send a Cow doesn’t impose solutions, we help  
grow them from within. That’s why they work.  
Our African-designed solutions were developed 
with, and for, the communities we support. 

The response we want 
Together, we can put our faith into action to end 
injustice and eradicate poverty. 

Send a Cow enables families to become a force for 
change in their own lives. To build vibrant, resilient 
communities, in-charge of their own futures.

HNW and Corporate key messages

Overarching message 
Send a Cow is a force for sustainable change in 
rural Africa. We help communities develop African-
designed solutions to grow their own futures – on 
their own land, on their own terms.

Context 
Poverty breaks things: families, friendships, dreams, 
self-belief and hope that life can get better.

Every day families face poverty that is extreme, cruel, 
and worst of all – unnecessary.

In rural Africa, the burdens of poverty fall heavy  
on vulnerable shoulders

The situation is getting worse, with the promotion 
of poor agricultural practices that are unsustainable 
and climate change adding untold pressures.

Many believe that poverty in Africa is inevitable.  
We don’t. 

What we believe 
Rural Africa and its agriculture are rich with 
opportunity.

We believe that where there’s land there’s hope. 
When the land thrives families can do more than just 
survive, they can really live.

We believe everyone should be given the 
opportunity to thrive and provide for their families.

We know investing in people and providing skills 
unlocks potential for the whole community and  
is the answer to eradicating hunger and poverty. 

How we help 
Send a Cow supports families to develop their own 
African-designed solutions that eradicate hunger and 
poverty. These highly effective solutions work well 
because they were developed with, and for, the rural 
African communities we work with. We don’t impose 
solutions, we grow them from within. 

The families we work with pass on what they know. 
Success quickly multiplies, from family to family, 
community to community, generation to generation.

Send a Cow is a force for change in rural Africa.  
We have helped over two million people to eradicate 
hunger and poverty and build vibrant, resilient 
communities, in charge of their own futures.

We share skills and knowledge and embed these 
in the communities. We build the capacity of 
individuals to act independently and to make their 
own free choices.

The response we want 
Your company’s support will provide practical, down 
to earth support so families can get back the skills 
and confidence to grow food, earn a living and go 
after their dreams. 

Send a Cow is driven by the need to deliver effective 
and sustainable solutions.

Investing in Send a Cow’s impactful programmes 
will help rural communities lift themselves out of 
poverty.
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Key messaging

Institutions, Trusts, Foundations, 
National Governments and Project 
Partners key messages

Overarching message 
Send a Cow enables the people of rural Africa 
to become a force for change in their own lives, 
supporting them to build vibrant, resilient communities, 
in charge of their own futures.

Context 
Rural Africa and its agriculture are rich with opportunity, 
yet inequality and poor resource management are 
creating hunger, poverty and robbing communities 
of the chance to make a better life. People feel 
powerless to shape their future.

In rural Africa, the burdens of poverty fall heavy  
on vulnerable shoulders. And the voices of the 
poorest aren’t being heard.

Every day families face poverty that is extreme, 
cruel, and worst of all – unnecessary.

The situation is getting worse, with the promotion 
of poor agricultural practices that are unsustainable 
and climate change adding untold pressures.

What we believe 
We believe that where there’s land there’s hope. 
When the land thrives families can do more than just 
survive, they can really live.

We believe rural people can build a better future 
from their farms.

We know investing in people and providing skills 
unlocks potential for the whole community and  
is the answer to eradicating hunger and poverty.

How we help 
We support families to develop their own  
African-designed agricultural solutions that restore 
productivity and dynamism to communities, 
eradicating hunger and poverty. These highly 
effective solutions work well because they were 
developed with, and for, the rural communities  
we work with. 

Send a Cow has helped over two million people  
to eradicate hunger and poverty and build  
vibrant, resilient communities, in charge of  
their own futures:

We restore self-confidence

We start with the resources that are there

We build capacity

We share skills and knowledge and embed these  
in the communities 

We build the capacity of individuals to act 
independently and to make their own free choices

We enable community capacity, building 
democracy at a local level and building power  
to enable people to shape their own future

Success quickly multiplies as the families we  
work with pass on what they know, from family  
to family, community to community, generation  
to generation. 

The response we want

African-designed solutions enable rural communities 
to eradicate hunger and create sustainable futures. 

Send a Cow is a driven by the need to deliver 
effective and sustainable solutions.

Investing in Send a Cow’s impactful  
programmes will help rural communities  
to shape their own futures.
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Brand elements
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Logo

Our logo should be used on everything we produce. It’s 
our icon, the symbol that captures our essence of joyful 
development. Use it proudly to highlight how we enable  
people to become a force for change in their own lives  
and communities.

COLOUR WAYS
Our logo is available in a range of variants to ensure it’s visually 
powerful and accessible in all environments. No other colour 
combinations are permitted.

Standard version – full colour  
Use in most places except on dark backgrounds.

Standard version reverse – full colour 
Use on darker backgrounds.

Black and white 
For use on the other colours from our palette. White works 
well on darker images. 

ACCESSIBILITY
Our logo must always have high contrast with the background 
to ensure maximum impact and accessibility for everyone.

FILE FORMATS
Logo artwork files are supplied in a variety of file types, in 
CMYK and RGB. 

Eps: professional design applications, such as Adobe Creative 
Suite. These vector files can be scaled to any size without loss 
of quality.

Jpeg: Microsoft Office programmes. Jpegs can be scaled 
down, but should not be scaled up as this results in a loss  
of quality.

Png: websites and emails. Unlike jpegs, pngs allow for a 
transparent background. Do not scale up.

Always reproduce our logo from a master reference.

 

Reversed – Full colour Black – Single colour

Black – Single colour

White on image

White – Single colourFull colour

Social media and app icon

TIPS 
Always make sure there’s 
enough contrast between the 
background and logo to ensure 
good legibility.
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Logo sizes, placement and exclusion zone

Our logo is flexible, it can be placed in any corner of the page, 
screen or environment. It can also be placed centrally at 
either the top or the bottom. Ensure the correct size and equal 
margins are used.

LOGO SIZES
You can find recommended logo sizes for reproduction on 
standard paper formats below. This is just a guide – reduce or 
enlarge proportionately for different sizes. Find out the size by 
measuring the full width of our logo.

DIGITAL ENVIRONMENTS
Place our logo centrally or at the top left or right corner 
of digital environments. Ensure you don’t go below our 
recommended minimum size to enhance accessibility. 

EXCLUSION ZONE
Our logo is protected by an exclusion zone. This ensures 
maximum visibility and impact. The exclusion zone is defined 
by the height or width of the ‘o’ in the logotype. 

 

Exclusion zone

Logo sizing
A5 52mm  
A4 38mm 
A3 30mm  
Minimum size 10mm 
Minimum pixel size 48px

Bottom right

Bottom left

Top left

Top right

Centred top Centred bottom

Digital environments
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Colours

Our brand harnesses a flexible colour palette that’s vibrant, 
modern and distinctive.

PALETTE
Use our palette confidently to help our communications stand 
out. Each colour can work as a solid background or as an 
accent colour to help highlight key information. 

Black and white are a key part of our brand and should be 
used alongside our core palette. Our typography colour style  
is predominantly black or white.

USING COLOUR
Please only use colours from our palette, and use them wisely. 
Using fewer colours has greater impact and ensures everyone 
can understand our message. Undisciplined colour usage  
and tonally inappropriate combinations will dilute the impact 
of our identity. Green 

Pantone 339 
CMYK 84 0 59 0
RGB 0 179 136
HTML 00B388

Red 
Pantone 185 
CMYK 0 93 79 0
RGB 228 0 43
HTML E4002B

Orange 
Pantone 1585 
CMYK 0 61 97 0 
RGB 255 106 19
HTML FF6A13

Yellow 
Pantone 130 
CMYK 0 32 100 0
RGB 242 169 0
HTML F2A900

Black 
 
CMYK 0 0 0 100
RGB 29 29 27
HTML 1D1D1B

White 
 
CMYK 0 0 0 0 
RGB 255 255 255 
HTML FFFFFF
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Typography

SEND A COW HEADLINE TYPESTYLE
Our distinctive headline style has an illustrative, hand-crafted 
feel. Please use it proudly as our hero typestyle.

We’ve created a palette of key words and copylines as jpeg 
and eps files for you to use.

Go to page 25 to find out how you can download our 
typestyle words.

Individual letterforms are only available in vector format 
(eps) when using CMYK. 

WHEN TO USE THIS TYPEFACE

Minimal usage is more effective. Our headline typestyle is 
bold and powerful, so use it wisely. Pick up on a single key 
word in your headline or a short campaign line.

See pages 12-13 for more information.

PRIMARY TYPEFACE – HEEBO
Heebo is our primary typeface. It has been chosen to work 
alongside our headline typestyle. Heebo is an open source 
typeface available for free from Google Fonts.

fonts.google.com

You can use it in five weights, from Light to Black, which 
allows us to communicate a range of different tones.

WHEN TO USE HEEBO
Please use Heebo for all externally commissioned  
and professionally designed materials. These include 
campaigns, exhibition systems, film, digital media  
and promotional materials.

SECONDARY TYPEFACE – CALIBRI
Calibri is our Microsoft Office system typeface and should 
only be used when Heebo is not readily available. 

WHEN TO USE CALIBRI
Calibri is used for all our internally produced materials. 
These include PowerPoint presentations, Word templates, 
typed letters and email signatures.

Primary typeface: Heebo
(Google font)

Headline typestyle

Secondary typeface: Calibri
(Microsoft Word, PowerPoint etc)

Where there’s land  
there’s hope
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRST 
UVWXYZ

Regular 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Bold 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

Light
Regular
Medium
Bold
Black
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Working with our headline typestyle

SEND A COW HEADLINE TYPESTYLE
It’s important to use our distinctive and powerful headline style 
coherently. When put together the letterforms are designed  
to interact with each other in an energetic and animated style.

They should feel natural and hand-crafted, but still be easy  
to read. The three pattern elements from our core logo can 
be used to add a sense of impact, movement and joy. Repeat 
them, or use them on their own.  

TYPESTYLE PATTERNS

STYLING GUIDE
Here are some things to consider when creating your designs:

Type is either black or white.

Create a typographic balance – the overall shape of the  
word should create a rectangular block.

Create movement by varying the height of the type but limit 
the type height variants to two or three levels.

Think about how the shapes of the letterforms connect  
and interact – they should feel natural.

Pattern elements fill the natural space created by the 
letterforms. Use the pattern elements to highlight or 
underline.

Pattern elements must maintain a space around them that 
balances with the letterforms.

Pattern elements work well in any colour from our palette, 
avoid using them in black or white.

Never alter the letterforms.

TIPS 
Words will feel more connected 
and balanced if alignment 
points are created within the 
different letterforms.

Language palette
We have created a range of  
headline words and phrases  
in eps and jpeg formats.
Contact the Send a Cow 
communications team for  
more details.

Example 1
All letterforms are a similar height  
but the ‘N’ and ‘G’ are smaller.  
The alignment varies to create a 
balanced movement.

Example 2
All letterforms are a similar height.
Pattern elements fill the natural 
space within the ‘E’ and ‘M’.

Example 3
Letterforms are a similar height but 
the ‘P’ and ‘C’ are smaller and interact 
with the other letters. The overarching 
baseline and height are consistent.

Example 4
Baseline alignment is consistent.
The ‘Y’ is slightly higher and the ‘O’ is 
smaller to fill the natural letterspace 
and enhance the interaction.

Ensure the word is legible. Avoid too many alignment levels. Avoid excessive patterns. Repeat pattern 
colour usage should be consistent.

Avoid excessive size disparity in the 
letterforms. They should feel balanced.

Don’t angle the patterns or sit them 
outside of the word.

Patterns should not dominate the 
letterforms. Keep the size consistent. 

Letterforms and patterns should 
never touch. Keep a balanced clear 
space between them.

Don’t angle type. 

SOME GREAT EXAMPLES

WHAT TO AVOID

THIS PAGE FOR INTERNAL USE IN SEND A COW ONLY 

Third party designers should not be creating new typestyle 
words except with permission from the SAC comms team. 
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How to use our headline typestyle
TIPS 
Headlines will feel more 
connected and balanced if 
alignment points are created 
with the different words.

Short names
If the headline, campaign or product 
name is short (ideally no more 
than three words) you can use our 
headline style for the entire phrase.

Where there’s land there’s

starts from within

In charge of your own

of farmers can provide  
food for their families

Our headline style works well for single powerful words that 
reinforce our life-changing brand and ethos. It can also be 
combined with our primary typeface Heebo for key phrases, 
quotes, headlines, product and campaign names.

Highlight a single ‘hero’ word using the headline typestyle  
and use Heebo for the remaining words.

This style works well for statistics, key facts and infographics.

It can also be used for entire campaign or product headlines  
if the copy is short – ideally no more than three words.  

Minimal use creates maximum impact. Try not to use our 
headline style for more than one or two sections on the  
screen or page. 



Graphic elements
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OUR PALETTE
Patterns are everywhere we go and they speak a powerful  
and universal language that connects us all. 

We’ve developed a range of patterns inspired by joyful 
development and the vibrant visual culture of East Africa. 
Patterns are everywhere we go and they can speak a powerful 
and universal language that connects us all. 

You can use our patterns in numerous ways to create flexible 
layouts, characterful illustrations, dynamic animations, 
distinctive environments and bold infographics.

Combined with our illustration style and ‘hero’ words – they 
paint powerful visual landscapes.

The following pages give you some examples of how they can 
be used in different ways to tell our story, to direct the viewer’s 
eye or to build a sense of community, growth and movement. 

COLOUR
Our patterns work well in black combined with colours from 
our palette. Use a colour or black to highlight the ‘action’ 
element within each pattern. They can appear on white 
backgrounds or contained within blocks of colour from  
our palette. Only use white as a background.

USING PATTERNS
Our patterns are designed to build, grow and connect together. 

Use them in a modular form – horizontally or vertically.  
The components can be repeated to create a continuous 
pattern or used individually. Try using them at varying scales 
to create movement. 

USING PATTERNS IN BLOCKS OF COLOUR
Our modular blocks can have a subtle, curved outer edge  
to reflect the hand-crafted style. Patterns should fit naturally 
within the blocks of colour.

See pages 20-24 to find out more.

TIPS 
Our patterns connect together 
in a modular way. Use a colour 
or black to highlight the ‘action’ 
element within each pattern 
component.

Patterns

Pattern palette
Our pattern components are 
available in eps format on Asset 
Bank. Please don’t create your own 
versions – always use the master 
artwork files.
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PATTERNS: A POWERFUL TOOL
Our patterns are flexible and work on multiple levels. 

They can be used to create a vibrant, bold and energetic force 
for change or they can be used minimally to add a spark of 
hope and joy.

CONNECTION
Use our patterns to frame headlines, connect images, highlight 
key facts and signpost calls to action.

USAGE
This style works well for all our communications. It’s 
distinctive enough to be used sparingly on everything from a 
brochure spread, or direct mail appeal to a social media post.

VISUAL LANDSCAPES
Create bold visual landscapes that help to tell the stories of 
the people and communities we work with.

Create large areas of coverage and focus on key words, 
phrases and illustrations to create a sense of positivity, growth 
and energy. Try using areas of white space to hold language 
and icons.

USAGE
This style works well for materials that need to stand out and 
create a powerful impact – campaigns, events, magazine 
covers, branded environments and promotional materials.

Patterns

Life-changing

Visual landscapes

Connection

Choose your more 
thoughtful gift and 
help Sanita realise 
her dreams

Swipe right on a life-changing gift for your Valentine.
Every Send a Cow gift comes with a free warm glow 
for you and your loved one.

02   Your Prayer Lifeline

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, con 
sectetur adipiscing elit. Praesent 
hendrerit varius risus, ac bibendum  
nisi lobortis et. 

Mauris sollicitudin lectus arcu, non 
varius neque laoreet ac. Phasellus a 
ligula ornare purus consequat auctor. 
Morbi tincidunt commodo libero, eget 
pellentesque justo aliquet sit amet. 
Aenean id ultricies felis. 

Phasellus consectetur sed erat 
eu eleifend. Pellentesque habitant 
morbi tristique senectus et netus et 
malesuada fames ac turpis egestas. 
Etiam lacinia sem at elit vehicula 
vulputate. Etiam non risus eget dui 
feugiat hendrerit id ac augue. Sed sed 
aliquet lectus. 

Mauris sollicitudin lectus arcu, non 
varius neque laoreet ac. Phasellus a 
ligula ornare purus consequat auctor. 
Morbi tincidunt commodo libero, eget 
pellentesque justo aliquet sit amet.

Phasellus consectetur sed erat 
eu eleifend. Pellentesque habitant 
morbi tristique senec tus et netus et 
malesuada fames ac turpis egestas. 
Etiam lacinia sem at elit vehicula 
vulputate. Etiam non risus eget dui 
feugiat hendrerit id ac augue. Sed sed 
aliquet lectus. 

Mauris sollicitudin lectus arcu, non 
varius neque laoreet ac. Phasellus a 
ligula ornare purus consequat auctor. 
Morbi tincidunt commodo libero, eget 
pellentesque justo aliquet sit amet. 
Aenean id ultricies felis. 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, con 
sectetur adipiscing elit. Praesent 
hendrerit varius risus, ac bibendum  
nisi lobortis et. 

Mauris sollicitudin lectus arcu, non 
varius neque laoreet ac. Phasellus a 
ligula ornare purus consequat auctor. 
Morbi tincidunt commodo libero, eget 
pellentesque justo aliquet sit amet.

Teach an orphan   
to farm £63 
There are over 2.5 million orphans in 
Uganda alone. This is often because 
their parents and guardians have 
died from HIV/Aids related illnesses. 

Seeds, tools and   
training £I5O
Help five families to learn 
sustainable farming techniques  
and provide them  with all of the 
tools and seeds they need  to grow  
a garden full of nutritious crops.

Ruth’s Story

Your Prayer Lifeline   03  

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, con 
sectetur adipiscing elit. Praesent 
hendrerit varius risus, ac bibendum  
nisi lobortis et. 

Mauris sollicitudin lectus arcu, non 
varius neque laoreet ac. Phasellus a 
ligula ornare purus consequat auctor. 
Morbi tincidunt commodo libero, eget 
pellentesque justo aliquet sit amet. 
Aenean id ultricies felis. 

Phasellus consectetur sed erat 
eu eleifend. Pellentesque habitant 
morbi tristique senectus et netus et 
malesuada fames ac turpis egestas. 
Etiam lacinia sem at elit vehicula 
vulputate. Etiam non risus eget dui 
feugiat hendrerit id ac augue. Sed sed 
aliquet lectus. 

Mauris sollicitudin lectus arcu, non 
varius neque laoreet ac. Phasellus a 
ligula ornare purus consequat auctor. 
Morbi tincidunt commodo libero, eget 
pellentesque justo aliquet sit amet.

Phasellus consectetur sed erat 
eu eleifend. Pellentesque habitant 
morbi tristique senec tus et netus et 
malesuada fames ac turpis egestas. 
Etiam lacinia sem at elit vehicula 
vulputate. Etiam non risus eget dui 
feugiat hendrerit id ac augue. Sed sed 
aliquet lectus. 

Mauris sollicitudin lectus arcu, non 
varius neque laoreet ac. Phasellus a 
ligula ornare purus consequat auctor. 
Morbi tincidunt commodo libero, eget 
pellentesque justo aliquet sit amet. 
Aenean id ultricies felis. 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, con 
sectetur adipiscing elit. Praesent 
hendrerit varius risus, ac bibendum  
nisi lobortis et. 

Mauris sollicitudin lectus arcu, non 
varius neque laoreet ac. Phasellus a 
ligula ornare purus consequat auctor. 
Morbi tincidunt commodo libero, eget 
pellentesque justo aliquet sit amet.

I’m respected in my  
community. The valuable  
skills I’ve learnt feed my 
family. They are healthy 
and attend school.  
I’m the force for change  
for our family, friends  
and future generations.
Ruth

Educate  
a child £35 
Support a child to become a school 
club member and learn essential 
farming skills,  as well as how to 
work well in a team. Just as in 
the UK, educating young people 
on where their food comes from 
promotes healthy, balanced diets.

School water harvesting 
system £960
Help a whole school to drink clean, 
filtered rain water by fundraising 
enough for a water harvesting 
system. Collected rain water can 
also be used to irrigate school 
gardens and students will see the 
effect  water has on their crops.

TIPS 
Use our patterns with purpose 
– signpost, highlight, direct, 
connect, animate. Don’t just 
decorate.



Where there’s land
there’s hope I am proud of being  

self-reliant, from the  
valuable skills I’ve  
learnt. I’m creating  
change for our family  
and future generations.
Ruth

Everyone can develop life-
changing self-belief and the 
skills to eradicate hunger and 
create hope for the future.
With Send a Cow’s ‘pass-it-on’ 
promise, the effect is multiplied,  
from families to communities.

Headings Quotes Text boxesWITH COPY 
Our patterns add impact to headings, quotes and key  
copy. They should connect with the language and  
enhance accessibility. 

From a simple underline to a modular frame – they have  
the flexibility to bring your language to life.

Patterns 

Text HOPE to 1234 to donate 
£10 to give girls in Uganda the
opportunities they deserve.

sendacow.org

Where there’s land there’s

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet con, 
sectetur adipiscing elit. Phasellus 
sit amet velit vitae ex mollis sagi 
ttis malesuada fringilla sem. Fusce 
nullam id velit sapien.

sendacow.org

Text HOPE to 1234 to donate 
£10 to give girls in Uganda the
opportunities they deserve.

In charge of your own

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet con, 
sectetur adipiscing elit. Phasellus 
sit amet velit vitae ex mollis sagi 
ttis malesuada fringilla sem. Fusce 
nullam id velit sapien. Call to action

Use our patterns to direct the  
viewer to key information.

Text HOPE to 1234 to donate 
£10 to give girls in Uganda the
opportunities they deserve.
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Video captions
Use our patterns and modular blocks 
to enhance accessibility on screen. 

TIPS 
Our patterns provide a 
platform for our messages 
and stories. They must never 
overpower our content.
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WITH IMAGES 
Our patterns work as holding devices and connectors.

They can provide a foundation to an image, create a frame 
for one or two corners or work as a subtle directional overlay. 
Use our patterns to build visual connections and interactions 
between multiple images.

When designing a layout, film or animation with multiple 
images, the patterns can be used as connecting elements. 
Use them to bring the layout together, direct the viewer to  
a point of focus in an image and tell a story.

Choose colours that complement the image. A mix of patterns 
creates energy. Vary the scale of the images and shapes for 
visually interesting, dynamic designs.

Patterns
TIPS 
Images should tell a story. Try 
blending close up detail with 
aerial and action shots to show 
a visual journey.

Foundation

Frame

Overlay

Film and animation
Our patterns create transitions and 
connections within the moving 
image. They allow us to transform 
a static visual to a dynamic 
conversation with a viewer.

Exhibition stands
Use our patterns to enhance 
messaging, connect images 
and create impact
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GETTING PATTERNS RIGHT
Our patterns have a strong sense of personality and a hand-
crafted feel. So it’s important we get the balance right and 
create a coherent visual system.

STYLING GUIDANCE
Although there are plenty of pre-designed ‘cluster’ patterns 
available on Asset Bank, you may find you need to create 
some bespoke combinations. When doing this: 

Consider the flow and connection of the patterns. They 
should have a sense of growth, direction and movement.

Please use the available ‘standalone’ patterns as your 
building blocks. These are available from Asset Bank. 

You can vary the block sizes to create movement.  
But maintain a size balance – try not to exaggerate. 

Please don’t distort our patterns either in shape or colour. 

Patterns  

Avoid inconsistency.
Keep patterns the same size  
within each block.

Avoid confusion.
Keep pattern direction consistent  
within each block.

Avoid too many colours. 
Use just one, two or three 
colours within each block.

Avoid excessive space.
Fit patterns comfortably within 
each block.

Avoid losing connection
Keep spacing consistent  
within each block.

Don’t overpower. 
Highlight and direct – less is more.

WHAT TO AVOID

Don’t intrude.  
Keep the patterns to the outer edges.

Don’t obscure. 
Consider the focal point.

Don’t angle. 
Use the patterns horizontally or vertically.

Don’t disconnect and float  
Keep the patterns connected to each other  
when used on single images.

Don’t box things in. 
Maintain a sense of space, movement and openness.

TIPS 
Use our patterns with purpose 
– signpost, highlight, direct, 
connect, animate. Don’t just 
decorate.

DOWNLOAD SOME PATTERNS NOW 

Jump ahead to page 25 to access our bank of pre-designed 
pattern combinations. 
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Icon style

We have a distinctive, versatile and engaging icon style.  
They visually connect with our logo and are designed  
to work at small sizes.

USING ICONS
Icons can be used to highlight and signpost information  
within communications both online and offline. Use them  
to add interest, aid navigation and help people understand  
our messages.

CREATING ICONS
Our icons should be as simple as possible, using universal 
metaphors so people can easily understand their function and 
meaning. Please avoid creating complex or detailed icons as 
they won’t render well at small sizes. Follow our style and  
use a consistent single line weight for all new icons – they 
should work as a coherent system. The line width varies 
slightly to create a hand crafted feel. Use our three individual 
pattern shapes (from our logo) to create a focal point or 
highlight within each icon. Avoid mixing the pattern shapes 
within each icon.

COLOUR
Our icons can appear in any of the colours from our palette. 

FILE FORMATS
Logo artwork files are supplied in a variety of file types,  
in CMYK and RGB. 

Eps: professional design applications, such as Adobe Creative 
Suite. These vector files can be scaled to any size without  
loss of quality.

Jpeg: Microsoft Office programmes. Jpegs can be scaled 
down, but should not be scaled up as this results in a loss  
of quality.

Png: websites and emails. Unlike jpegs, pngs allow for  
a transparent background. Do not scale up.

Always reproduce our logo from a master reference.

APPROVAL
Please ask approval for all new icons. Contact 
comms@sendacow.org. 

Digital
Use our patterns to signpost, 
direct and interact across all 
digital channels – from our core 
website to social media.

TIPS 
Use a single-width outline  
with rounded edges for the 
main object. Personality is 
added with our individual 
pattern shapes.
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Assets TIPS 
Use Heebo bold for headlines 
unless your headline includes a 
hero word that works 

ACCESS OUR ASSET BANK 

Our online Asset Bank is your one-stop shop for patterns, hero 
words, icons and more. 

On Asset bank you’ll find pre-designed assets, speeding up 
your workflow and helping you to stay on-brand. 

To get started you will need a login to Asset Bank. Please 
email comms@sendacow.org to request a username and 
password.

Once you have that sorted, click the following button to  access 
our assets. 

AFTERWORD FOR DESIGNERS 

It is easy to overcomplicate when designing with our brand, 
but the patterns and hero words are at their best when used 
tastefully – with room for the page furniture to breathe. 

In most cases you will not even need to design up a new hero 
word or pattern combination: there are a huge variety already 
in Asset Bank. However, if you do need to create a new hero 
word in our typestyle, please contact comms@sendacow.org 
and we will design it for you. 

DO’S AND DON’T’S 

If you do need to design up a pattern combination, opposite 
are some quick tips on what to avoid and what to emphasise. 

ACCESS PAGE

HERO WORDS (TYPESTYLE WORDS)

DO 

Use the pre-existing words on Asset Bank 

Use hero words in combination with a line of Heebo text – see 
our ‘Where there’s land there’s hope’ layout below. 

Use hero words sparingly – avoid using more than one on a 
single page. 

DON’T 

Create a new hero word yourself. If the word you need isn’t 
available on Asset bank email comms@sendacow.org and we 
will create it for you

Feel you have to use a hero word if it doesn’t look right. Using 
Heebo is perfectly fine! 

PATTERNS  

DO 

Use the pre-existing pattern combinations on Asset Bank 

When designing, be careful not to overwhelm 

Take a look at the existing patterns to get a feel for how we 
put them together 

Use the patterns to lead someone’s eye towards something 

Go off the edge of photos or text boxes 

Use the patterns in everything you design, if possible 

DON’T 

Use patterns as borders on all four corners of a frame 

Fill up a design with too many patterns unless the situation 
feels appropriate (ie, there aren’t many words in the design, or 
if it’s a large statement design such as a gazebo wall) 

Change the colours in an individual pattern

How your gift can create lasting

could provide a 
chicken so 

families can have 
nutritious eggs 

is enough to 
provide the skills 

for a family to 
build a safe, 
clean toilet

could enable a 
community to set up 
an allotment where 
they can grow their 

own food

Other ways to get involved

Volunteer:  Talk, inspire, fundraise 
– just some of the ways you can 
volunteer your time. 
sendacow.org/volunteering

Leave a gift in your Will: When you 
are blessed with a good life, it’s only 
natural to want to pass something 

on to those you love. Imagine how 
wonderful it would be if just a 
fraction of what you leave could bring 
a good life to families in rural Africa 
too? sendacow.org/gift-in-wills 

Take on a Challenge: Do something 
amazing today. Check out our range 
of walking, cycling and running 
events. sendacow.org/fundraise 

On average, for every £1 donated, 85p directly 
supports our work in Africa. 

We invest 15p of every £1 donated and turn it into another £1 
through fundraising, so your donation goes even further.

‘‘When Send a Cow 
came they taught us 
how to improve our 
farming….now I get 
vegetables all year 
round.’’

Where there’s land there’s
“When Send a Cow came they 
taught us how to improve our 
farming... now I get vegetables 
all year round. 

I chose to grow coffee because it 
is one of the good cash crops in 
this region. With the money I get, 
I no longer struggle to pay for my 
health insurance. Send a Cow has 
empowered us to work hard and 
save money for ourselves.’’ 

- Claire, 28, Rwanda

we work in Africa

Uganda
Rwanda

Burundi

Zambia

Kenya

Ethiopia

www.sendacow.org
The Old Estate Yard, Newton St 

Loe, Bath, BA2 9BR

E: info@sendacow.org
T: 01225 874 222 

Registered charity number: 299717

https://sendacow.assetbank-server.com/assetbank-sendacow/action/browseItems?categoryId=376&categoryTypeId=2


Imagery
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REALITY

Photography

Our photography has to tell many powerful stories. It’s 
grounded in real life situations and moments. Distinctive and 
visually compelling imagery helps us connect with the viewer 
and sets us apart. 

IMAGE STYLES
Our visual style is comprised of five levels that take you on  
a journey ranging from a broad aerial perspective of the vivid 
landscapes and communities of rural Africa to a close-up 
reportage and personal viewpoint. All levels have a strong 
sense of perspective, energy, vibrancy and direction.

All our imagery must have a definite object, relationship or 
event, which captures the viewer’s attention. Try to highlight 
the key moments that dramatise a story and never use images 
that look static or staged. Only use images that are relevant 
and add value.

COMMISSIONING PHOTOGRAPHY
Before a shoot, ensure your photographer is familiar with 
our brand style and understands the messages you want to 
deliver. Plan ahead and make sure everything is sorted out 
before you get started. So, if you are shooting on location, 
visit the location beforehand. If this is not possible, make sure 
everyone has a visual reference.

Consider where the final images may be used. For instance, 
the background may need clear space for headings, copy  
and our logo.

Follow our model release procedure and ensure the content 
doesn’t pander to gender or racial stereotypes, offend or 
alienate viewers.

All images shown are examples only. Please ensure you  
have permission from the copyright holder before use.

AFRICAN TEXTURES

JOYFUL DEVELOPMENT

FORCE FOR CHANGE

VIBRANT, RESILIENT COMMUNITIES

TIPS 
Honour the energy, drive and 
personality of the people and 
communities we work with. 
Use candid, real life images 
that capture a moment in time.

HOME GROWN SUPPORT



Vibrant, resilient communities
Active images of opportunity and hope. 
Resourceful, enabling and effective –
African-designed solutions. Taking charge 
of your own future.
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African textures
Aerial images of people and communities. 
Capturing the colour, rhythm and vibrant 
patterns of rural Africa. 
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Joyful development
Life-affirming moments. Everyday images 
of initiative, innovation, resourcefulness 
and impact. The self-belief to create a 
brighter future.
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Force for change
A personal perspective. Close up details 
that capture moments of connection, 
growth, achievement, independence  
and self-belief. A force for change in your 
own life.
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Home grown support
Moments of joy, positivity and teamwork.
Equals, friends and communities working 
together and fundraising.
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Reality
Everyday real life images that reflect  
the reality of individuals lives.



Bringing our brand  
to life
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Fundraising

TALKING ABOUT THE PROBLEM
Our brand has the flexibility to work for all audiences  
and communications from local fundraising events  
to hard hitting direct mail campaigns.

While we always root our communications in the 
success of our work, and life affirming development,  
it can be valuable to contrast this with the severity  
of the problem.

We can do this through case study, imagery or text. 

There are two approaches to this.

1) Research uncovered that our audiences were tired  
of seeing the negative side of the problem. They found  
it off-putting and ‘hopeless’. They were more motivated  
by the positive solution.

Here the option is for the joyous solution to always lead, 
in image and text, with the ‘problem’ following, acting as 
a ‘contrast’ in supporting imagery and text, showing the 
situation that was resolved.

2) Or the more classic approach of leading with the 
‘problem’ in text and imagery and highlighting how 
joyous development has helped solve the problem and 
build opportunity and vibrant families and communities.

In both cases, we use everyday real life images – that 
reflect the reality of individuals lives. Try to visually and 
verbally create a connection between the individual  
and the audience.

Key words can be used to highlight:

building hope
creating opportunity

and used to show the journey

surviving to thriving
from hunger to opportunity

or to narrate a story

How Mercy Akinyi found her way out  
of hunger and desperation

Text HOPE to 1234 to donate 
£10 to give girls in Uganda the
opportunities they deserve.

Building hope 
Help girls in Uganda create the  
opportunities they deserve.

From hunger  
to opportunities 
Give girls in Uganda the chance to thrive.

Text HOPE to 1234 to donate 
£10 to give girls in Uganda the
opportunities they deserve.

How Alice found her 
way out from hunger 
and desperation.

Text HOPE to 1234 to donate  
£10 to give families in Uganda  
the opportunities they deserve.

Highlight the solution Show the journey Tell the story

TIPS 
Use the patterns minimally 
– maintain a subtle balance.
Avoid using too many colours.
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OUR BRAND
Our visual brand is versatile enough  
to support you whatever medium  
you choose. From apps to promotional 
videos, direct mail to local community 
fundraising. Use our core guidelines  
to flex the different elements that most 
powerfully deliver our message.



Swipe right on a life-changing gift for your Valentine.
Every Send a Cow gift comes with a free warm glow 
for you and your loved one.

Choose a more thoughtful 
gift this Valentine’s Day

Swipe right on a life-changing gift for your Valentine.
Every Send a Cow gift comes with a free warm glow 
for you and your loved one.

Choose your more 
thoughtful gift and 
help Sanita realise 
her dreams

Swipe right on a life-changing gift for your Valentine.
Every Send a Cow gift comes with a free warm glow 
for you and your loved one.

Swipe right on a life-changing gift for your Valentine.
Every Send a Cow gift comes with a free warm glow 
for you and your loved one.

Swipe right on a life-changing gift for your Valentine.
Every Send a Cow gift comes with a free warm glow 
for you and your loved one.

Choose ChooseChoose
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Main title to sit here
and can go over two
or three lines if needed

Page folio to go here, Feb 2019
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Need help with our brand?
Contact Send a Cow 
communications team  
for templates, advice  
and guidance.

Call 01225 871915
brand@sendacow.org
sendacow.org


